Social media is important for situational awareness during a disaster. During a disaster, the situation of emergence often changes over time and hence the topics of social media messages generated by social media users also change accordingly. Few studies quantitatively describe the topic evolution of social media during a disaster and the corresponding relationship between topic evolution and disaster process. We address this problem using co-word network analysis and present a new method based on the community evolution of the co-word network to analyze topic evolution over time in social media. The method uses communities of the co-word network in social media to represent topics. Based on the theory of community evolution, a community evolutional network is proposed to support and quantify the evolution of the topics. We implemented the proposed method in a case study, ''July 2012 Beijing flood'' using the Sina Weibo dataset. Results show that our method can well quantify the evolution process of topics and validate the effectiveness of our method in real-world applications. The method can facilitate the understanding of public expression dynamics during a disaster and be used to reveal the process and stages of a disaster.
I. INTRODUCTION
During an emergency, government and nongovernment relief agencies must collect and understand related crisis information as much as possible, which is crucial for performing rescue work. To collect and understand related crisis information (i.e., to know what is happening in the affected communities during an event) is also known as situational awareness [1] .
Previously, situational awareness has been obtained by social survey methods such as telephone calls, direct observations, or personal interviews. Such social surveys at the city level require years of dedicated resource investment to be successful [1] . With the rapid development of social network platforms such as Twitter, Facebook, and Flickr, many researchers have begun to use social media data to solve intractable problems across many domains [2] . Social media can be used as a real-time human sensor during an event [3] ,
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Lin Wang . which is an important role for situational awareness. A representative example is the Twitter-based disaster event warning system called Emergency Situation Awareness, which is developed by the Australian Academy of Science using natural language processing and text mining techniques [4] . On January 26, 2013, the system successfully detected a tornado attack in Queensland. It is clear that the application of social media in context-awareness has become more typical.
The use of social media for situation awareness is typically based on semantic mining and text categorization. Researchers often use semantic mining techniques to extract positive or negative perspectives on emergencies from social media texts. For example, by classifying Weibo messages into positive and negative manually, Wang et al. constructed two indicators that reflect air quality, thereby better estimating air quality and monitoring hazy weather [2] . Text categorization can be used to filter social media data or extract information directly related to emergency. For example, Li et al. conducted a text classifier based on deep convolutional neural VOLUME 8, 2020 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ networks (CNN) to filter microblogs that are the true and real-time descriptions of rainfall, followed by visualizing the filtered microblogs as heat maps to demonstrate the effectiveness of using social media to monitor heavy rainfall events [5] . Kongthon et al. proposed a series of social media text categories in disasters during floods in Thailand, including situation updates, disaster relief efforts, request assistance, disaster relief coordination, critical government, and emotionally relevant messages [6] . These categories are instructive for the classification of social media data in disasters.
The situation of a disaster often changes over time and hence the topics of social media messages generated by social media users. Researchers indicated that the evolution of disaster-related topics in time in social media messages could be coordinated with the process and disaster stage. For example, presented a coding schema for categorizing social media messages into different topics within different disaster stages (mitigation, preparedness, emergency response, and recovery). They analyzed these topics' trends over time and their distribution in space, which can offer a better insight into the complex environment in a time of crisis [1] . Such studies divide social media messages directly into topics that correspond to the disaster stages. However, some topics may appear in several stages and the stages they belong to are difficult to distinguish. Furthermore, researchers classified social media messages in more detail and then analyzed the disaster stage through time series analysis [1] , [7] , [8] . For example, Wang et al. reported a case study, ''July 2012 Beijing flood'' to investigate how emergency information was timely distributed using social media during emergency events. Their research provided a better insight into the events such that decision-makers could action on emergencies promptly [7] . However, such approaches of first classifying the topics and then separately studying the topic changing with time cannot reveal how topics evolve and quantify the evolution of topics.
Herein, a novel method to reveal how topics evolve and quantify topic evolution for enhancing situation awareness in times of crisis is presented. More specifically, we propose a framework based on community evolution to analyze topic evolution over time in social media for understanding the process and stages of disasters. The framework uses communities of the co-word network in social media to represent topics. Furthermore, we propose a community evolutional network in the framework to support and quantify the evolution of topics. Compared with existing methods, our method can reveal how topics are evolving in social media more effectively, truthfully and in detail. Our method also provides a new way to quantify and analyze the process and pattern of topic evolution in social media data. This enables researchers and disaster managers to have a deeper understanding of how the content people talk about in social media changes with the changes of disaster situations and to effectively analyze the corresponding relationship between the topic evolution and disaster stages. Using a rainstorm that occurred in Beijing, China in July 2012 as a case study, we implemented our framework using the Sina Weibo dataset and performed a comparative analysis of the topic evolution and the stage of the actual rainfall. Our case studies show that our method can quantify the evolution process of topics and reveal the process and stages of the rainstorm. These results demonstrate that the proposed method is useful for enhancing situation awareness. The work can help disaster relief manager to quickly launch the appropriate action at the appropriate time to achieve the purpose of reducing disasters and saving lives.
This article is organized as follows: Section II describes the related studies. Section III describes the method. Section IV describes the study area and data. Section V describes the method implementation. Section VI presents the experimental results and analysis. The work and outcomes are discussed in Section VII, and summarized in Section VIII.
II. RELATED STUDIES A. USING SOCIAL MEDIA FOR SITUATIONAL AWARENESS
Social media sites produce a large amount of user-contributed data daily. Such data have attracted the attention of many researchers who wish to apply social media data to solve intractable problems across many domains [2] . Currently, social media data has been applied to urban dynamics [9] , disaster emergency [6] , urban air pollution monitoring [2] , election forecasting [10] , [11] and so on.
Due to the openness, user orientation and real-time characteristics of social media platforms, social media has become prominent in the process of disaster management [12] . More specifically social media becomes an emergency management tool that can be used in help disaster managers disseminate right emergency alerts information to the right communities, in citizens' self-organization of local responses to a crisis, and in assessing a crisis situation(situational awareness) [13] , [14] , and also in facilitating responders to receive assistance requests [15] .
According to Endsley (1995) , situational awareness is ''the perception of elements in the environment within a volume of time and space, the comprehension of their meaning, and the projection of their status in the near future'' [16] . Social media data, which contain useful metadata fields such as user ID, timestamp, text, and coordinates, are becoming valuable information input to support situational assessment [17] .
Studies using social media for situational awareness primarily focuses on the three dimensions of social media data -time, space, and content (primarily text) [12] . Spatial information in social media data can be used in disaster mapping. Therefore, help disaster responders gain situational awareness in crisis identification and loss assessment [18] - [20] . The real-time characteristics of social media streams can help detect the outbreak of disasters [21] , [22] . Furthermore, researchers have used time information in social media data to understand the process of a disaster [1] . The content (primarily text) in social media data can help disaster managers to understand what had occurred during an event [12] .
Typically, these three dimensions (i.e., time, space, and content (primarily text)) are inseparable when using social media data for enhancing situational awareness. Most studies regarding social media for situational awareness are based on text mining. For example, Li et al. conducted a text classifier based on a CNN to filter microblogs that are the true and real-time descriptions of rainfall, followed by visualizing the filtered microblogs as heat maps to demonstrate the effectiveness of using social media to monitor heavy rainfall events [5] . Wang et al. presented a machine learning model to classify social media messages into five topics (traffic, weather, disaster information, loss and influence, and rescue information) and performed a time-series analysis on some of these categories to reveal the process of heavy rain disasters [7] .
As Huang and Xiao define geographic situational awareness as knowing what is happening in space [1] ; we define temporal situational awareness as knowing what is happening in time. More specifically, this paper primarily focuses on revealing the process of heavy rain disasters through topic changes on social media messages over time.
B. TOPIC CHANGES IN SOCIAL MEDIA MESSAGES DURING DISASTERS
The situation of a disaster often changes over time and hence the topics of social media messages generated by social media users. Researchers indicated that the evolutions of disaster-related topics in time in social media messages can be coordinated with the process and stage of the disasters. Understanding the process and stage of the disaster can facilitate in determining appropriate rescue operations, which can improve the efficiency of disaster management.
Research methods for revealing topic evolution in document flows (social media streams) can be primarily divided into two categories. The first kind of method is based on generative probabilistic models. The representative methods include the dynamic topic model [23] , topic over time [24] , online topic model (OLDA) [25] , [26] , dual-OLDA [27] , and other time series topic models [28] - [31] .
The second kind of method is based on the theory of cluster detection or called community detection in the complex system. A complex system is a system featuring many interacting components [32] , which can be typically represented by network or graphs (a collection of nodes (or vertices) and connections (or edges)). A community is usually a closely connected part of a network. The detection of community structure is useful for understanding the function of the system represented by the network [33] , which has applied in many fields such as online social networks, business management [34] - [36] , communication science [37] , sociology [38] , [39] , bibliometrics [40] , and all of physical and life sciences [41] .
Time as an important dimension is important issue for depicting the dynamic complex network. Several works provide how to incorporating the time dimensions in the complex network, like fusing the temporal changes while analyzing the activities in the wifi users [42] or using the power law to describe the dynamic interactions in cyber-social populations [39] . Besides, there are also researchers to investigate the dynamics of the community (community evolution) to study the dynamics of complex networks [43] . Such methods include core-based community evolution mechanism (CoCE) [44] , FacetNet [45] , GraphScope [46] and group evolution discovery (GED) method [47] .
Community evolution of dynamic complex network can be used for the co-word network to analyze the evolution of topics [48] . The discovery of a topic (or subtopic) in social media can be achieved through the community detection of the co-word network. Furthermore, the evolution of topics can be revealed by the community evolution of the co-word dynamic network [49] . Based on the comparability identification of the co-word network community at different times, Chen and Sun (2016) divided the evolution process of subtopics into three stages: subtopic production, subtopic diffusion, and subtopic fading [49] . They discovered that representing subtopics using the co-word network community offered intelligibility and noise reduction and that the development path and variation trend of subtopics could be elucidated based on the co-word network community.
Moreover, the two methods above can be used to analyze the evolution of topics in social media during an event, thereby revealing the dynamic changes of situational awareness. Currently, most studies regarding the topic changes of social media messages under situational awareness primarily focus on the correspondence between the temporal changes of the topics and the stages of disasters. For example, categorized social media messages into different topics within different disaster stages and analyzed these topics trend over time. They discovered that these messages of different topics presented different volumes at different phases of the disaster [1] . Wang et al. (2015) presented a topic model of Weibo messages and investigated how different topics were timely distributed during the 2012 Beijing Rainstorm. They revealed the differences in the temporal distribution of Weibo messages of different topics before and after the rainstorm [7] . Deng et al. presented an interactive topic modeling and a streamgraph visualization method to analyze topic evolution over time to understand the dynamics of public expressions after a major explosion [8] . Fan et al.
proposed a system analytics framework to detect topic evolutions associated with the performance of infrastructure systems for tracking the movement of situations in different disaster phases [50] . Using the Central European Flooding 2013 as a case study, Grunder-Fahrer optimized and applied topic model analysis and temporal clustering techniques to investigate the thematic and temporal structure of German social media communications [51] .
From the above mentioned studies, it is clear that dynamic situational awareness can be obtained by tracking the evolution of topics in social media data during a disaster. Studies of topic evolution analysis in computer science primarily track topic changes by mining the topic life cycle and its In each time window T 1 and T 2 , a co-word network is created on social media messages and then the community of each co-word evolution model. However, studies in disaster management are primarily based on the temporal changes of social media topics. Few studies focus on using the evolution model to reveal the change in topics and the corresponding relationship with the process and stage of disasters.
III. METHODOLOGY
We propose a framework to analyze the topic evolution in social media for enhancing situation awareness in times of crisis. The framework uses communities of the co-word network in social media to represent topics. Based on the evolution of the communities, we propose a community evolutional network to support the quantification of topic evolution. As shown in Fig. 1 , the framework involves the following steps.
1) The time interval during a disaster is divided into successive time segments by the time window (see Fig. 1 (a) ).
2) In each time window, a co-word network is created on social media messages and then the community of each co-word network is detected (see Fig. 1 (b) ).
3) The evolutionary events between communities in adjacent periods are identified (see Fig. 1 (c) ). 4) The community evolutional network is constructed according to the community evolution. We can apply the method of network analysis to the community evolutional network to quantify the evolution of topics (see Fig. 1 (d) ).
A. TIME WINDOWS
Time windows T is a series of successive connected time intervals of equal length, which is defined as (1) and (2):
where T 1 , T 2 , T 3 , . . . , T n are different time windows, T length is the length of each time window.
B. CO-WORD NETWORK AND COMMUNITY DETECTION 1) CO-WORD NETWORK
Within each time window, we build a co-word network (see Fig. 1 (b) ). The co-word network uses topic words as nodes. For each of two topic words, if they appear in the same social media messages, then an edge is created between these two words and the weight of the edge is the frequency of the two words that appear in all documents.
To build a co-word network, we first identify the topic words based on the term frequency-inverse document frequency (TF-IDF), which shows the importance of a word to a document [52] . The TF-IDF of a word t i in document d j (denoted as tfidf i,j ) can be calculated according to (3):
where n i,j is the number of occurrences of a word t i in document d j (one Weibo in our case), k n k,j is the sum of occurrences of all words in a document d j , |D| represents the total number of documents (Weibos) in the dataset, and |{j : t i ∈ d j }| means the number of documents that contain the word t i . We calculate the importance of a word t i to all documents (i.e. all Weibos) {D} (denoted as W i ) as the sum of TF-IDF values of a word in all documents using (4); subsequently, the topic words can be identified using (5) .
where t topic is the topic words to be identified, and θ the threshold that must be set.
2) COMMUNITY DETECTION
We applied the Louvain method for community detection (LM) algorithm [53] to conduct community detection on the constructed co-word network. Once the community is detected, the topic can be identified by examining the topic words in the community. The LM algorithm is a modularity-based method. Modularity measures the strength of the division of a network into communities. The modularity-based community detection algorithm is aimed at maximizing the modularity. The LM algorithm optimizes the modularity in two steps that are repeated iteratively. First, small communities are obtained by optimizing the modularity locally on all nodes in the network; subsequently, each small community is grouped into one node (which can be regarded as a new network), and the first step is repeated. This process is applied repeatedly until the modularity stops increasing.
The LM algorithm offers several advantages that justify its use for detecting the community of the co-word network. The algorithm is extremely fast and its complexity is linear on typical and sparse data. In other words, it can be used for extracting communities from large networks. Furthermore, the algorithm circumvents the resolution limit problem [54] of modularity owing to its intrinsic multilevel nature.
C. TOPIC EVOLUTION IDENTIFICATION
The topic evolution was derived from the community evolution of the co-word network. Community evolution (or group evolution) is a sequence of events (changes) of communities succeeding each other in consecutive time windows within the temporal network. Fig. 1 (c) shows three possible evolutional events from T 1 to T 2 . The number, name, and definition of the events differ according to studies; however, all of them are highly similar and complete each other [43] . We adopted seven types of events to describe the changing state of a community or communities between two consecutive times from [47] . These events include continuing, shrinking, growing, splitting, merging, dissolving, and forming. The definition of these events can be found in Table 1 .
We adopted a simplified version of the group evolution discovery (GED) method [47] to identify the category of community evolution events. The method uses a measure called inclusion to evaluate the inclusion of one community in another. The inclusion I (G 1 , G 2 ) of community G 1 in community G 2 is calculated using (6):
|G 1 | is the quantity of topic words in community G 1 , |G 1 ∩ G 2 | the quantity of the topic words that are shared by community G 1 and G 2 , and WD G 1 (t) the weighted degree of node t in community G 1 .
Once the inclusions I (G 1 , G 2 ) and I (G 2 , G 1 ) are calculated, the community evolution events between G 1 and G 2 can be identified according to Table 1 . is the number of matches between G 2 and all groups in the previous time windows T i . α and β are two thresholds that must be set.
Here, α and β are two thresholds that must be set.
is the number of matches between G 1 and all groups in the next time window T i+1 . It is noteworthy that dissolving and forming events are actual events to describe community G 1 and G 2 separately. The events dissolving for G 1 and forming for G 2 can appear simultaneously.
D. TOPIC EVOLUTION QUANTIFY BASED ON COMMUNITY EVOLUTIONAL NETWORK
We propose a community evolutional network for quantifying the evolution of the community, which can help to quantify the changing process of topics in social media. The community evolutional network is defined as (7):
where HN is the node of the community evolutional network, defined as the hypernode for distinguishing with the node of the co-word network. The hypernodes are the communities detected in co-word networks. T is the time window that hypernode HN belongs to, and HN T is a hypernode in time window T . HE is the directed edge of the community evolutional network, defined as the hyperedge for distinguishing with the edge of the co-word network. If any evolution events occur except dissolving and forming between two communities in the co-word network, a hyperedge between their corresponding hypernodes is created. Weight is the weight of the hyperedge. The weight of a hyperedge HE(
) is the number of nodes in two communities corresponding to two hypernodes connected by the hyperedge, which can be calculated using (8) .
where
are the corresponding communities in the co-word network of hypernodes HN T i 1 and HN T i+1 2 , respectively.
The community evolutional network is a temporal direct network; therefore, the methods for direct network analysis can be applied to the community evolutional network. We present two components to quantitatively analyze community evolution using the community evolutional network.
1) Hypercommunity HG. The communities of the community evolutional network are called hypercommunities. The detection of hypercommunities can be the same as that of the co-word network (i.e., the LM algorithm). 2) Lifetime τ and life-span |τ |. The lifetime of a hypercommunity HG is the set of time windows of all hypernodes in this hypercommunity, which can be defined using (9):
The life-span |τ HG | of a hypercommunity HG is the duration of this hyper-community, which can be calculated using (10):
IV. CASE STUDY AND DATA A. CASE STUDY
We selected ''July 2012 Beijing flood'' as our case study. From July 21st to 22nd, 2012, heavy rain occurred in many parts of China. Among them, Beijing and its surrounding areas experienced the strongest rainstorm in 61 years. The heavy rain caused large areas of flood in Beijing [55] . As of August 6, 79 people have died in the rainstorm in Beijing. According to data from the Beijing Municipal Government, the storm caused 1.602 million people to be affected, 10,660 houses to collapse, and an economic loss of 11.64 billion yuan [55]. The torrential rain involved two stages [56] . The first stage was from 10 a.m. to 8 p.m. (LTC) on 21 July 2012, which presented convective precipitation with short-time, high rainfall intensity and obvious fluctuations. The second stage was from 8 p.m. on 21 July to 4 a.m. on 22 July 2012, which presented smooth frontal precipitation.
B. DATA
Sina Weibo data were collected by combining a web crawler with the Sina Weibo application programming interface, which refers to the data collection method used in [2] . We collected a sample of Weibos using the keywords '' '' (Beijing Rainstorm), yielding 389,168 Weibos for Beijing 6:00 p.m. on July 21 to 4 p.m. on July 24. Only geotagged Weibos were used in this study to filter retweeted messages and noises such as Weibos used for marketing and advertising. A total of 16,759 geotagged Weibos remained. Each Weibo record contains information such as text message, post time, and geographic coordinates.
V. METHOD IMPLEMENTATION AND COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS A. PARAMETER SETTINGS
According to the description presented in the method section, to implement our method on the Weibo dataset, we must set the threshold θ to identify the topic words; set the length of the time window T length ; and set the threshold of the inclusion, α and β, to detect the topic evolution events.
1) THE THRESHOLD θ AND TOPIC WORDS
We identified the threshold θ of W by the head/tail break method [57] . For data with power-law distribution, it can be classified by the head/tail break method. Baayen reported that the distribution of word frequencies in a document primarily conformed to the heavy-tailed distribution, which is a typical distribution in nature [58] . For our data, we observed whether the distribution of W obeyed the power law; if it does, then we use the head/tail break method to classify W and find the boundaries of the classification to determine the threshold θ of W and the topic words.
Most Weibo messages are written in Chinese. Because the Chinese language does not involve a trivial word segmentation process, we must first apply text segmentation to calculate W . This study was implemented using the Jieba 1 Python Chinese word segmentation module. Typically used meaningless words such as '' '', '' '' are used as stop words during text segmentation. Once text segmentation is completed, the value of W i can be calculated according to (3) and (4) . The distribution of W is shown in Fig. 2 .
It is clear that the W value of most characters in Weibo messages is relatively small, and only the W value of a small part of the characters is relatively large. The distribution of 1 Chinese text segmentation tool, https://github.com/fxsjy/jieba W obeys the power-law distribution. We used the head/tail break method to perform two head-to-tail breaks on the data and discovered that the head no longer obeyed the power-law distribution. The words of the last head (i.e., θ ≥ 10.11) were selected as the topic words, and a total of 654 topic words were obtained.
2) THE LENGTH OF TIME WINDOWS T length
We set the length of each time window as 2 hours. Reference [7] explored the changes of disaster topics in Weibo messages using the time window length of 1 hour. Referring to [7] , we set 2 hours as our time window length. In this case, the Weibos in each time window are sufficient to guarantee statistically significant analysis results under a narrower time window. The total Weibos in each time window is shown in Fig. 3 .
3) THE THRESHOLDS OF INCLUSION α AND β
The distribution of inclusion I is shown in Fig. 4 . It is clear that the distribution of inclusion I obeys the power law. We used the head/tail break method [57] to set the threshold. After two head-to-tail breaks on the data, when α less was than 0.0383, and β less than 0.039, the head no longer obeyed the power-law distribution. Therefore, we set α, β as 0.0383, 0.039. TABLE 2. The computational complex, implementation language and packages, and CPU running times of the proposed method's main steps. The running environment of the implementation is -CPU model: Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E3-1240 v5 @ 3.50GHz; CPU kernels: 8 (the implementation runs on 1 kernel); CPU operating modes: 32-bit, 64-bit; System: Ubuntu 16.04.1 64-bit; Software: Python 3.6.9:: Anaconda, Inc (https://www.anaconda.com). Fig. (c) indicates the natural logarithm of the bins order in Fig. (a) , the y-axis of Fig.  (c) indicates the natural logarithm of the frequencies of the inclusion I. The x-axis of Fig. (d) indicates the natural logarithm of the bin order in Fig. (b) , the y-axis of Fig. (d) the natural logarithm of the frequencies of the inclusion I.
B. COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS
The proposed method is mainly implemented using python and python-related packages, most of which are widely used in data analysis and mining. The packages and software involved in the method implementation, the corresponding code running time, and running environment, the computational complexity of each step of the proposed method are shown in Table 2 .
The proposed method took a total of 28.109 seconds, which have an acceptable run time. The primary run time of the method is spent on step 2 (24.1 seconds) and step 4 (2.61 seconds).
The computational complexity of step 2 (the creation of the co-word network in all time windows) is O(T · nL 2 ), where T is the total number of time windows, n the average number of documents (Weibo messages) in all time windows, and L the average length of documents (Weibo messages). Since Sina Weibo limited the number of characters in each posted message to 140 before January 2016 [63] , the average length of documents (Weibo messages) is less than 140. The total number of time windows is related to the application situation and the length setting of time windows. Our application takes 2 hours as the length of the time window, and gets 35 time windows. The total number of time windows in most applications that use social media for disaster situational awareness is usually not too large. According to the above analysis, the run time of step 2 (the creation of the co-word network in all time windows) mainly depends on the total number of documents (Weibo messages) in the dataset.
The computational complexity of step 4 (community evolution events identification) is O(T · n 2 ), where T is the total number of time windows, n is the average number of communities in all time windows. Because T is usually not a large value, the run time of step 4 mainly depends on the average number of communities in all time windows. In the case of co-word network, the number of communities is also usually not a large value. Therefore, step 4 (community evolution events identification) is not difficult to execute in most cases of the co-word networks.
VI. RESULTS

A. TOPIC DISCOVERY
To verify the validity of the time window setting and topic discovery method, we randomly selected four time windows at each stage of the rainstorm (see Fig. 3 and 5) and analyzed the topics of the communities detected in each time window. Fig. 5 shows the results of the communities in four selected time windows.
We discovered that most of the communities can be mapped to disaster-related topics. The topics of each community were manually identified by identifying the topic words and Weibo messages related to each community (Table 3 ). Table 3 .
Furthermore, we discovered that the topics differ at different time windows, which can reflect the stages of the rainstorm. As shown in Fig. 5 (a) and Table 3 , only a few topic words appeared before the rainstorm. Nonetheless, we could still obtain topics regarding the weather forecast that is related to the rainstorm (communities 1 and 2) and the effect of this weather forecast on flights (community 3, 4, and 5).
More topic words appear in the first stage of the rainstorm (see Fig. 5 (b) and Table 3 ). Owing to torrential rain, the community of the topic on flight delays and cancellation became the largest community ( Fig. 5 (b) Community 1) . In addition, a large number of Weibo users began to post water-related and traffic-related messages on Weibo (Fig. 5 (b) Community 4) . Furthermore, we discovered that traffic problems affected the normal commute ( Fig. 5 (b) Community 3) . Additionally, traffic problems affected tourists. Therefore, many keywords about tourism and hotels appeared in Weibo messages ( Fig. 5 (b ) Community 6 and Community 7). Furthermore, owing to torrential rain, the government began to publish information on flash floods and mudslide warnings on Weibo ( Fig. 5 (b) Community 5) . It is clear that in a rainstorm, people will post messages related to the rainstorm location ( Fig. 5 (b) Community 2).
In the second phase of the rainstorm (see Fig. 5 (c) ), more keywords appeared in Weibo than in the first phase of the storm. The topic of the largest community ( Fig. 5 (c) in community 1) is friends. As the rainstorm situation becomes more urgent, news related to the rainstorm begins to increase, and people begin to focus more on their friends in Beijing (Fig. 5 (c) in community 1). In addition, traffic-related topics continue. For example, the topic of flight cancellation and delay ( Fig. 5 (c) community 2) continued at this stage, and the topics related to train delays begin to appear; furthermore, people begin to discuss the reasons for traffic congestions during the rainstorm (Fig. 5 (c) community 7) . It is clear that information regarding stagnant water and casualties begin FIGURE 6. The total quantity distribution of different topic evolution events. Forming and dissolving represent the forming and dissolving events that appear at the same pair of communities, respectively. The gray vertical span (rectangle) indicates the first stage of torrential rain, the green vertical span (rectangle) the second stage of torrential rain.
to appear in a community, thereby forming a new topic ( Fig. 5 (c) community 3) . This reflects people's casualties caused by water accumulation. Furthermore, rescuers begin implementing rescue activities at this stage (Communities 4 and 5 in Fig. 5 (c) ). Finally, news regarding the Jiangsu Yangzhou earthquake at 20 o'clock on July 20, 2012 is discussed in Weibo [64] , which reflects the fact that topics discussed in Weibo are affected by adjacent time events.
After the rainstorm, the topics of the Weibo messages primarily contain four parts. 1) Mourning and blessing for victims, such as in the largest community (community 1) in Fig. 5 (d) ; 2) discussion of the disaster (Fig. 5 (d) community 2 and 7); 3) traffic problems such as delayed trains and airplanes ( Fig. 5 (d) community 3); 4) Discussion of self-seeking methods ( Fig. 5 (d) community 4) . Fig. 6 shows the distribution of different evolution events over time. In general, the majority of the evolution events involve forming and dissolving appearing simultaneously, followed by merging and splitting events. The remaining events such as continuing, growing, and shrinking are relatively few. This reflects the diversity of topics and the rapid evolution of the topic during the rainstorm. Furthermore, we discovered that the trend of the number of topic evolution events over time reflected the stage and process of the rainstorm. The forming and dissolving events began to increase as the rainstorm started and decreased as the storm ended ( Fig. 6 ). By examining Weibo messages, we discovered that people posted messages related to the rainstorm in Weibo primarily because they were affected by heavy rain. In addition, after the storm ended, the forming and dissolving events began to increase and continued for a while and then slowly decreased (Fig. 6 ). By examining Weibo messages, we discovered that people discussed this rainstorm in Weibo primarily because they were affected by the news they heard.
B. TOPIC EVOLUTION ANALYSIS
C. TOPIC EVOLUTION QUANTIFYING 1) COMMUNITY EVOLUTIONAL NETWORK
To further analyze the evolution of the topic, we constructed a community evolutional network and analyzed the communities (hypercommunities) in the community evolutional network. The constructed community evolutional network is shown as Fig. 7 , which contains 237 hypernodes and 326 hyperedges. As shown in Fig. 7 , the evolution of the topics is phased. For example, from T 0 to T 14 (6 pm on July 21 to 8 am on July 22), the connections between the communities in this time interval are relatively close. This time period is consistent (corresponding) with the time period when the rainstorm occurs (The rainstorm started from 10 pm on July 21 to 2 am on July 22). In addition, from T 14 to T 23 (8 am on July 22 to the 0 am of July 23), T 23 to T 30 (0 am on July 23 to 4 pm on July 23) and T 30 to T 34 (4 pm on July 23 to 4 pm on July 24), the connections between the communities in these time intervals are relatively close as well.
2) HYPERCOMMUNITIES AND LIFETIME
The community evolutional network can support the quantitative analysis of topic evolution by the analysis of the communities (hypercommunities) in the community evolutional network. Fig. 9 shows the community of the community evolutional network (hypercommunity). Fig. 8 shows the lifetime of these hypercommunities.
As shown in Fig. 8 , different hypercommunities appeared in different rainstorm phases. For example, the lifetime of hypercommunity 1 coincides with the rainfall process of the rainstorm. The lifetime of hypercommunity 2 coincides with the first stage of the rainstorm.
Additionally, we discovered certain evolution patterns of topics in different hypercommunities. According to the topology of these hypercommunities (see Fig. 9 ), we divided the evolution of the topics in these hypercommunities into three categories: Hypercommunities 3, 8, and 9 are line-like network without branches, i.e., they represent line-like evolutions; hypercommunities 2 and 6 are tree-like networks with branches but no ring, i.e., they represent tree-like evolutions; hypercommunities 1,4,5,7, and 10 are networks with rings, i.e., they represent network-like evolutions. FIGURE 10. Main co-word network communities (top10 in community size, and the community size is larger than 3) corresponding to the nodes of four sample hypercommunities. Each co-word network community is labeled by a unique number corresponding to the unique number of the nodes of hypercommunities in Fig. 9 . Only the main nodes of each community (when nodes in the head of node degree distribution according to head/tail break) are shown in this figure.
To further understand the meaning of different patterns of and what had happened on these hypercommunities, we examined the topics corresponding to each node in the hypercommunity. In a hypercommunity, each node is a co-word network (a community of a co-word network). Fig. 10 shows four examples of the co-word networks corresponding to these hypercommunities, and the topics of all the hypercommunities are described in Table 4 .
As shown in Fig. 10 and Table 4 , the line-like hypercommunity is typically formed by Weibo users who wish to spread a specific message. For example, in hypercommunity 9 (see Fig. 10 (d) ), because of the incident where a driver was trapped and drowned owing to water in a road area, many Weibo users began to spread information regarding the method to escape similar situations. Because users are basically copying and pasting when they spread such messages, the resulting community of the co-word network is close and forms a line-shaped evolution.
The tree-like communities reflect the evolution of popular topics related to disasters. For example, hypercommunity 6 was formed by the news reports of casualties. As shown in Fig. 10 (c) , after T 24 , the topic splits into two topics and then slowly disappears.
The network-like communities typically reflect the diversity of the topics. For example, hypercommunity 1 is formed by various topics. As shown in Fig. 10 (a) , the topics primarily included the following: flight delays and cancellations; reminding friends of safety; discussion regarding urban facilities, casualties, and prayers. Hypercommunity 4 is also formed by various topics. Its main topics are friends and news.
VII. DISCUSSION
A. DISCOVERING TOPICS FOR SHORT TEXTS
In this study, we demonstrate that the community detection of the co-word network can be regarded as a general topic model, which can be used to discover topics for short texts. We identified the topic words in Weibo messages (short texts) based on the TF-IDF and head/tail break method and constructed the co-word network according to the co-occurrence of these topic words. Because the community typically refers to a closely connected group in a network, the community of the co-word network can be regarded as a specific topic. The topic can be identified by examining the topic words in the community.
B. SETTING THE THRESHOLD OF INCLUSION
We used a simplified version of the GED method [47] to identify topic evolution events based on the co-word network in social media. The inclusion-based GED method is a simple method for identifying community evolution events. However, in practice, methods to set the appropriate threshold of the inclusion measure are lacking. In this study, we provide a new method to set the threshold of inclusion by observing the distribution of the inclusion and using the head/tail break method [57] . This method can be used as a reference for the study of community evolution of the co-word network.
C. QUANTIFYING THE EVOLUTION OF TOPICS
We herein proposed an evolutional community network, a flexible method, to support and quantify the evolution of topics for short text. The community evolutional network is a directed network that can be further analyzed using network analysis methods, such as degree analysis and community analysis. We used the community analysis method as an example to quantify the evolution of topics during the rainstorm and focused on the time and semantics of the community. The hypercommunity of the community evolutional network reveals the specific local evolution process like a magnifying glass, and the lifetime of the hypercommunity reveals the process and stage of the disaster.
VIII. CONCLUSION
Situational awareness refers to the acquisition of contextrelated information in an event, which is important for disaster management. In this study, we proposed a method for quantifying the evolution of topics based on social media texts to enhance situational awareness in disasters. In a case study of ''July 2012 Beijing flood,'' we discovered that the communities of the co-word network could be regarded as topics in social media messages during an event. Furthermore, network analysis methods based on the community evolutional network could be used to quantify the evolution of topics. Additionally, we discovered a corresponding relationship between the topic evolution and the rainstorm stage. Emergency managers can use the method to analyze the process and stages of disasters based on social media.
Our approach presents some limitations and therefore further research is required. Using the community detection of the co-word network to discover topics often neglect the semantics of the topic words. Two topic words may be semantically similar but not appear in the same text, which may not be correctly divided into the same topic. In future studies, we will use the semantic similarity between topic words to adjust the edge weight of the co-word network to obtain more reasonable topic communities. We applied the Louvain method for community detection on the constructed co-word network. Other community detection algorithms can also be used in our framework to detect topics and topic evolution. For example, the overlapping community detection algorithm can be used to identify the overlapping of topics. The corresponding work can be discussed in future work. In addition, we will investigate a more flexible method to set the length of time windows according to the actual data in different disasters. Finally, complex hypercommunities can be used to conduct second community detection to obtain a more localized topic evolution.
